THE END............. OR WAS IT?

THE ENEMIES OF JESUS HAD A BAD PLAN.....

Many people hated Jesus. They were angry, jealous, scared of his power.

They nailed him on a cross and watched him die.

His friends were very very sad.

BUT GOD HAD A BETTER PLAN........EASTER SUNDAY WAS SO DIFFERENT!

God said 'today I will do an amazing thing’

He breathed life into Jesus and he came alive

His friends were so happy!

Jesus is alive today. That’s how we can know him as our friend. That’s the GOOD NEWS that we celebrate at Easter.
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Green is for the palm leaves,
Purple for the wine.
Brown is the cross they nailed him to.
Black - for your sins and mine.
Red is for the blood he shed,
White for hearts made clean.
Gold for heaven, a wonderful place
Of things as yet unseen.